
Bid Process Feedback

Feedback Response

Can you explain the process by which suppliers are to be selected for Lots – for example if a supplier can only provide a certain 
element of the Lot content, is this sufficient to be selected (subject to their level of capability and competence in that area) or do 
they have to be competent in all areas of the Lot

We use a quality / scoring evaluation process to review and award bids. You don't need to be able to provide all products / 
services covered by a specific lot

Clarity required as to what experience needs to be demonstrated to obtain a position on a Lot given the wide range of deliverables 
in the reduced Lot Structure.

Can you explain the process by which suppliers are to be selected for Lots – for example if a supplier can only provide a certain element of 
the Lot content, is this sufficient to be selected (subject to their level of capability and competence in that area) or do they have to be 
competent in all areas of the Lot

Could you please share how CCS choose the suppliers in the framework? Thank you We use the OJEU tender procedure and use quality / score evaluation method to review and award bids to the contract. We would 
be happy to provide more information if you contact us

Further to the webinar today I was looking for some info on the process for being included in the framework. We have not applied 
for inclusion on a framework before and were looking for any info on the process, what kind of information is required, what 
approvals, qualifications are required and just any info you have on application. For your info we would be interested in bidding for 
VMS & possibly ITS, thanks a lot.

Hopefully will get some guidance on the procedure and ideas on how CCS selects their suppliers from the bidders in the 
framework from CCS team.

Will you have a down select phase (PQQ) ahead of the ITT or combine them?
How many suppliers are CCS envisaging on each Lot?

Please improve how to purchase and search for products on the catalogue A project is currently underway to replace this system with one that should be easier and more flexible to use in the future.

What are the rules for getting onto the lots? Where is Lot 2 going? which lot covers communication? To get onto a lot you must respond with a tender bid which will then be evaluated appropriately.
We are currently re-assessing the lots and more information will be provided in the next few weeks

Will opportunities be shared across all relevant lot, so no opportunities are missed? Opportunities will be open and fair to all across the relevant lots you are awarded to.

The last contract did not appear to limit the number of 'supplier' to each Lot - may make it more difficult to justify the bidding 
process  - new lot structure would suggest large numbers of different contractors / consultants in each lot ?

There will be no limit on suppliers and everyone will all be given the same opportunity to bid on the TTAS framework. The award 
questions will be assessed by independant evaluators and the award will be based on the response provided by each supplier. 

Can you submit for multiple lots and will this work against or for you? Are customers looking for a different supplier for each slot? 
Or are customers keen to get vendors who can satisfy multiple slots - potentially making the integration easier?

You can bid for any lots you can deliver products / services on and this won't count against you. Different customers have a 
variety of requirements so the way they approach the call-off process will vary

It was unclear in the meeting the process by which a supplier would provide a solution that’s cuts across different Lots – for example you are 
selected for providing Lot 1 - Urban Traffic and Pedestrian Control but in order to develop a total solution requires some initial research into 
how the solution could be deployed you need to be part of Lot 2 – Transport Data Services, however you were not initially selected for Lot 2. I 
am sure that other vendors will have same question when looking at provision of roadside furniture and urban traffic control

How many suppliers do you envisage being paid within the first 5 days and first 30 days respectively? CCS is committed to adhering to the Government Prompt Payment Policy of which more information can be found at https://www.
gov.uk/guidance/prompt-payment-policy

Apologies, my payment question was about the government commitment to pay 90% of undisputed and valid invoices from SMEs 
within 5 days and 100% of all undisputed and valid invoices to be paid within 30 days - will TTAS still adhere to that target?



extension of the 'are highways England' will use this framework. what about councils and NHS? The framework will be open to all public sector originations including council and NHS

I also briefly asked how you would evaluate price. If you aren’t restricting the number of suppliers on the framework I’d be keen to 
understand how you will set a price threshold. Clearly, with “Big 4” pricing being markedly different from Engineering 
Consultancies (but our services being required by the market) we’d welcome there being no price threshold or a threshold which is 
reflective of Big 4 pricing since our clients want to procure us through TMTii and SPaTS but typically have to do so with fixed price 
work-packages rather than day rates.

All pricing instructions and information will be included in the TTAS bid pack which issued to all suppliers at the same time.

2. Lot Submission
- As a hardware and software provider of both communications networks and roadside Sensors, what Lot do we need to apply for?
It looks like we would be eligible for all five Lots, as we provide Hardware, Data Services through our Back office Software, 
Roadside Furniture
(Wireless Mesh Nodes, Pollution Monitors and Bluetooth Detectors), Sustainable Transport Technologies (Pollution Monitors and 
software)
and of course the catalogue.

It is up to each supplier to assess the TTAS Lots and bid on the ones they wish to participate in. Once approved on any TTAS Lot, 
they automatically qualify for the Catalogue Lot 6.

I echo the comments about the time constraints that would arise from running the submission process over the summer holidays – 
particularly as it comes hot on the heels of the ongoing G-Cloud 12 application process, which I imagine many other suppliers are 
also grappling with at the moment.

We accept that the original timescales were challenging and are currently reviewing them.

The indicated tender timetable said the OJEU to released “Summer” 2020 and contract award “Autumn” 2020 which despite its 
vagueness seems an extremely challenging timescale. Again following questions on the day it was stated by CCS that the current 
TMT2 contract will not be extended beyond the current Oct 2020 expiry date. Given the many questions / issues raised on the day 
re the new TTAS plus the onset of COVID-19  which can only introduce delays to the workings of business generally can this point 
be reviewed and consideration given to an extension to TMT2?

As I had difficulty in joining and missed the first few slides and explanations. Also could you outline who has confirmed / 
guaranteed who will be using this framework

The framework will be open to all public sector organisations who deliver transport related services

There was a statement that the maximum duration for call off orders under the new TTAS would be 5 years and despite this being 
queried by a number of attendees on the day, CCS stated that this 5 year maximum duration would remain since the Public Sector 
should re-compete every 5 years to take advantage of technology changes and ensure value for money. I am afraid I cannot  
agree with this with regard to some of the areas we supply at least.
For example, we have supplied speed cameras to Local Councils and Police Forces under TMT2. A Council / PCC can spend 
several hundred thousand pounds on a camera and back office system from Cubic and will want this system to operate for a 
minimum of 10 years and so need a contract that provides support and upgrades for such a duration. They could not undertake a 
re-compete once the installation is competed since Cubic are the only company able to supply the cameras and support in the UK. 
The same will apply to our competitors in the speed camera industry and I am sure there are other technology areas where similar 
constraints apply.

There's no such restriction in the PSC as this is a category requirement specific variable.
Normal practice is typically 5 years with the reason being the EU view that call-off terms should not extravagantly exceed the 
duration of the parent framework/DPS.


